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Meet Emma…



Emma ‘used’ to travel the 
world and was paid to do 

so. 



Emma lives this dream because she 
has an audience that like to see the 

world through her eyes. 



Emma’s favorite hotel. 



A few weeks later…



Then this…



Then this…



Then this…



Then this…



Then this…



Which one is Emma’s favorite?





“Consumer trust in what 
influencers say sits at just 4%”

- UM



35% 16% 



Trust is the biggest challenge in 
influencer marketing today. 



FAKE NEWS 16,567%+AUTHENTICITY 151%+ TRUTH 69%+LIES 120%+



Trust is the biggest challenge is
advertising today. 



“According to Edelman’s trust 
barometer, advertising is now in last 
place of all industries measured with 
a trust level of 37% - behind banking, 

energy and telecoms”
- Edelman





Bankers are considered more 
trustworthy than me. 





?



Influencer marketing is f**ked.





Remember just because 
something is a bubble doesn’t 

mean it can’t succeed. 



WWW
DOTCOM 1994-2000





“80% of marketeers find 
influencer marketing 

effective”
- Mediakix



5 lessons which will help you 
take advantage of influencer 
marketing in a world where 

trust is at an all time low. 



INTRODUCING 
SOCIAL CHAIN



“Social Media Illuminati”
- Huffington Post



“Blazingly hot social media 
phenomenon”

- VICE



“Taking over social media”
- Buzzfeed









?



40+ Social Media Community Owners



1.4 BILLION
PEOPLE



NETWORK KNOWLEDGE

Influence Building trust through authentic 
communication





“Social Chain is one of Britain’s 
most influential companies”

- The Times



WITHIN 4 YEARS…
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Of Soc ia l Disc ip lines

MADE UP OF 



WE KEEP
BRANDS
AT THE 

FOREFRONT
OF WHAT

IS POSSIBLE



THE AGE OF 
AUTHENTICITY & 
TRANSPARENCY.



BLACK BOX VS GLASS BOX



BLACK BOX VS GLASS BOX

BLACK BOX BRAND: 

Companies we know little about 
other than what the leadership tell 

us.

TRADITIONAL MODEL 

GLASS BOX BRAND: 

Companies that let us see 
everything they do inside.

THE MODEL PEOPLE WANT



Facebook is a black box brand. We know 
nothing of the inner workings.



Tesla is a glass box brand. The CEO is very 
transparent.



Elon goes on the worlds biggest podcast and 
smokes weed. 



Elon goes on Twitter and talks ‘sexy’ to a 
parody Mars account. 







MARK ZUCKERBERG 7%+



ELON MUSK: 64%+





LESSON ONE:
CEO’s need to go onto podcasts, smoke weed and talk about 

ejaculation on Twitter.



LESSON ONE:
Being open and transparent is no longer the aspiration, it is 
the standard the social world expects. Anything short of this 

standard is treated with scepticism.



Emma isn’t transparent we don’t 
know her truth.



As a result, Emma is in-effective.



Being authentic and 
transparent is starting place 

but story doesn’t end there… 





How do you standout and cut 
through the noise?



GO DEEPER!
Create stories with depth.



1. CULTURAL MOMENTS
2. EMOTIONAL SENTIMENT 
3. DISTRIBUTION
4. UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE

In the influencer world depth is 
created by understanding…















When a person’s own opinions and actions are influenced 
by the actions and opinions of the majority of a group. 

Asch Paradigm:





2 minutes



10 minutes



15 minutes



20 minutes



33 minutes



35 minutes



42 minutes









120 MILLION IMPRESSIONS



GLOBAL IMPACT





Why was Rex so successful?



1. CULTURAL MOMENTS
2. EMOTIONAL SENTIMENT 
3. DISTRIBUTION
4. UNDERSTANDING PEOPLE



STORY
Most expensive 16 year 

ever at the time.

Nobody has heard for the 

rising star. 

CONTEXT
The transfer debate was 

happening.

Arsenal fans are angry that 

they’re not buying new 

players.

Rex couldn’t score a goal to 

save his life.



LESSON TWO:
Everyone loves a great story, especially when 

it’s told to the right people, at the right time - but context is 
what makes good stories, great. 



Emma doesn’t tell stories with 
depth. 



Emma’s content is void of…

“TRUTH” 

“EMOTION”



‘Influencer’ by definition…

ENDORSEMENT
AUTHORITY FIGURE 

REACH



“TRUTH” 

“EMOTION”



ENDORSEMENT
AUTHORITY FIGURE 

REACH







CULTURE
People are becoming increasingly aware of the 

impact their actions are having on the 
environment.





EMOTION
It’s a topic that people are passionate about. Its 

been polarized by powerful images in the 
media. 





DISTIBUTION
We know there been a rise in influential 

creators wanting to use their voice for good.















Simply another picture of a 
product against a beautiful 
backdrop wasn’t going to 

standout, let alone make anyone 
feel anything.





LESSON THREE:
Influencer marketing without truth and emotion lacks real 

‘influence’. 



Influencers should still be a 
cornerstone of every brands

toolkit. 







250 X MICRO INFLUENCERS

Contracted to a minimum 4 posts per week.

Grouped them according to their follower size.

The people that sold the most in their category won a 

prize.

PLT MOST SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM



INDIVIDUAL UTM TRACKING CODES



THE OUTFIT I’M GOING TO DUMP MY 
BOYFRIEND IN 

“TRUTH” 

“EMOTION”



Zero correlation between audience 
size and ROI. 



There was a clear correlation 
between high engagement,
‘honest’ messaging, and the 

revenue generated. 



30x ROI for their investment.

They have a list of top performing 
ambassadors.

Lasting impact in community 
growth. 

Impact…



How much revenue did the top 
performing influencer generate? 

(Someone with less than 100k followers)



$76,330  



CONSISTENCY
!



That influencer was honest, and 
had been wearing PLT long before

she was ever paid.



LESSON FOUR:
Work with people consistently, and remember your 

customers hold your most ‘authentic influence’.





Yes this is part of the problem…







EVERYTHING IN THE SOCIAL WORLD CAN BE FAKED. 



SOCIAL CHAIN ARE 
DOING SOMETHING 

ABOUT THIS!



Influencer Marketing 
Influencer Fraud



What did Likewise tell us about 
Emma?







A FEW $
=

X2
ANNUAL 
SALARY



I don’t just blame Emma. 



This is an industry problem. We 
all have a responsibility to 

deliver best practice.



LESSON FIVE:
Be vigilant in what you’re buying and invest in the 

right tools to protect your investment. 



THE RECAP
Great influencers are honest and authentic. Context is 

what makes good social stories great. Inject some truth
and emotion into your content. Work with people 

consistently and ensure they’re actual customers. Don’t 
fall victim to influencer fraud. 



LETS NOT LIVE IN 
A WORLD WHERE 

BANKERS ARE 
MORE TRUSTED 

THAN US!



THANK YOU!
Get in touch:

Email: oliver@socialchain.com
Social: @oliveryonchev


